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THE NEW VICTORY® THEATER

Theater can sometimes be a little scary!  
If you’re feeling scared, you can always:

Cover or close your eyes.        Hold your grown-up’s hand.

Cover your ears with your    Use a fidget tool. 
hands or put on headphones.

Take a break from the show in the Jack and Lew Rudin Lobby.
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The show Emily Brown and the Thing is a musical adaptation of the popular 
book Emily Brown and the Thing by Cressida Cowell and Neal Layton. The  
play includes all of the text of the book with added music, songs and some  
audience participation. 

This Guide will help you follow along!

How long does the play last?
55 minutes with no intermission. If you need to leave the theater at any time  
to use the bathroom or to take a break, you are welcome to do so.

What is the play about?
One night, Emily Brown and her toy rabbit Stanley are trying to get to sleep 
when they hear The Thing crying outside their bedroom window. He has lost 
his cuddly. The Thing tells them that he can’t possibly get to sleep without his 
cuddly and they must help him find it.

So Emily Brown and Stanley put on their wet weather gear and set off into the 
Dark and Scary Woods to find The Thing’s cuddly. But the Thing still can’t get 
to sleep—this time he needs his bedtime milk!

So Emily Brown and Stanley put on their special snow clothes and head off into 
the Wild and Whirling Wastes to get The Thing his bedtime milk. But the Thing 
STILL can’t get to sleep—he’s got a cough and desperately needs his special 
green medicine from the Whiny Witch’s Cavern!

So Emily Brown and Stanley put on their see-in-the-dark glasses, and venture 
down into the cavern to get the medicine. When the Thing still can’t sleep, 
Emily Brown has had enough!

What is really bothering the Thing and will they EVER get any sleep? This show 
is about adventure, bravery and conquering our fears. It’s told through physical 
storytelling, puppetry and songs.
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The Characters

The show is made up of three actors, playing six characters: Emily Brown, 
Stanley, The Thing, a Polar Bear, a Witch and a Troll. 

The actors playing Emily Brown and Stanley are the same throughout the 
show, but the actor playing The Thing also plays a Polar Bear, a Witch and  
a Troll in different costumes. Emily Brown, Stanley and The Thing are also 
portrayed by puppets, operated by the actors.

The characters will sometimes speak directly to the audience, so feel free to 
sing-a-long and answer when prompted.

Sophie Alice plays Emily Brown. 

This is Sophie dressed as Emily Brown. Emily 
Brown wears pyjamas for most of the show. 
Her wet weather gear is a yellow raincoat with 
a hood and goggles. Her snow clothes are 
a green woolly hat and white scarf. For the 
Whiny Witch’s Cavern she wears a helmet with 
goggles and carries a flashlight.

Jordan Turner plays Stanley. 

This is Jordan dressed as Stanley. Stanley 
switches between a puppet-sized rabbit  
and a human-sized rabbit. As a human-sized 
rabbit he always wears big, fluffy ears. His wet 
weather gear is a yellow raincoat with a hood 
and goggles. His snow clothes are a green 
woolly hat and white scarf. For the Whiny 
Witch’s Cavern he wears a helmet with 
goggles and carries a flashlight.
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Sam Buitekant plays The Thing, a Troll,  
a Polar Bear and a Witch.

This is Sam dressed as The Thing. When he 
plays a troll, he wears a wig and a funny, 
green nose and carries a brown club. As a 
Polar Bear, he wears big, white mittens and 
a matching hat with ears. When Sam plays a 
Witch, he wears a purple robe with a 
matching hat and a green wig.

The Set

When you arrive in the auditorium, you will see a house on the stage and two 
trees. The stage lighting will be dim with the sound of music in the 
background and people talking about going to sleep. During the show, the 
trees and sections of the house will be moved around the stage to create the 
different adventure scenes.

Lighting

There is a short section where the lights will dim and Emily Brown and Stanley 
use flashlights. There is no strobe lighting or flash photography in this 
production. At the end of the show, the lights go dark to signify the end of 
the show. This is only for one or two seconds before they quickly come back 
up for the cast to bow. For this relaxed performance, we will be keeping some 
of the house lights on so that the auditorium will not be in total darkness.

Sounds

The show contains recorded music, live singing and live sound effects that 
help set the scene. The sound effects, like rumbling and growling, are 
created by one of the actors through a microphone. You will see him making 
all of these noises. For this relaxed performance, we will be turning the overall 
level of the sound down so that it is not too loud during the performance.


